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Meet the Chairman
Nigel
Reader
says:It is a pleasure to
find myself writing
this introductory
article
for
Photonews
–
which
I
am
pleased to say is
now back in business after a brief
lull. It would be remiss of me not to
start by passing on grateful thanks
on behalf of us all to outgoing
editor Judy Knights for the
excellent job that she has done in
putting together such a winning
combination
of
news,
Club
information, members’ images and
wider items of interest and articles
from members. This is not always
an easy task and we could all
probably do more to assist by
volunteering contributions rather
than just consuming what is
delivered to us. The new, or should
I say returning, editor is Ruth
Bourne who is of course no
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stranger to the role having been at
the helm for many years before
Judy, so we know the publication
remains in safe hands – but expect
gentle chasing and cajoling from
Ruth as she assembles future
issues. We cannot continue such
an excellent medium without effort
and contributions from members!
It is also not a little daunting to
find myself occupying the role of
your Chairman. A great honour, of
course, both considering the age
and history of the Club and the
quality of the photography of
members across the board. Some of
us
continue
down
recognised
progression routes – and more
about
this
elsewhere
in
the
publication
recording
the
tremendous success of those who
have reached the pinnacle – but for
many of us the pleasure lies in just
taking or making images that give
us satisfaction.
That process itself can be its own
reward and is ultimately what the
Club is about. That and the sharing
of our experiences and enjoying the
diversity of approach and resultant
imagery.
The social part of being a Club
member is also a vital part of this,
of course, and this has not been
easy in the recent Cont’d on p2
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Tuesday Programme
Tuesday meetings begin at 7pm
via Zoom. Visitors are welcome:
please contact our Chairman in
advance of the meeting.
Members can find the Zoom links
in the website members’ area.
Our speaker on Tuesday
9
November will be Ashley Grove
with ‘Nature and the Great
Outdoors’. Ashley has travelled
widely, leading photographic tours
in Britain and beyond - from The
Gambia to the Spanish Pyrenees,
Trinidad & Tobago and more.
Tuesday 16 November sees our
3rd PDI Competition with guest
judge Tony Broom CPAGB.

Meet the Chairman

(cont'd)

past and continues to present many problems even as we (hopefully) emerge from the pandemic which has
wrought such havoc to our lives. We will be confined to Zoom for the rest of 2021 but your Committee is
actively considering how and when we might meet up again in person, This is not a straightforward decisionmaking process but a tentative start can be made by the reintroduction of such “ad hoc” days out as
restrictions allow and details are starting to appear on the newly developed members’ area of the Club
website. I would encourage you all to keep an eye on this as a way back into meeting up again but further
progress is likely to be frustratingly slow and we will probably have to face the idea that Zoom will be a
permanent part of the means by which we keep together as a Club for the foreseeable future. It is perhaps
worth remembering that this does have its own “silver lining” in that, as those of you who participate will
know, we are able to draw our speakers from a much wider pool than that defined by an easy car journey to
and from Worcester. Indeed there is literally no boundary now and speakers can – and do – join us from more
or less anywhere in the world just as long as they have a good enough internet connection. An added bonus is
that we don’t have to pay any travelling expenses!
My own photography continues sporadically across a variety of genres and using a variety of cameras. I
confess that I do recognise an element of “gear acquisition syndrome” within myself. I was lucky enough to
acquire a new Canon mirrorless camera not too long back and I’m still getting to grips with – and marvelling at
– its capabilities. For someone raised on film era all-manual cameras it seems almost science fiction at times!
But I also use a number of “lesser” cameras and, increasingly, the camera within my iPhone. I like to think that
the enjoyment is not limited by choice of camera but enhanced by it. Each camera is capable of prompting me
in a different direction and sometimes perhaps the creative process is aided by the self-imposed restrictions
inherent in choice of camera and lens. I find that the various special interest groups within the Club
undoubtedly help me in this and trigger fresh approaches all the time. If you’ve not yet dabbled in Thursday
evening sessions I would encourage you to do so. You may find your outlook and photography transformed!
Leading by example, Nigel has sent in a super batch of images: here’s one of his striking i-phone/Snapseed monochromes.
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Distinction successes
As many of you may already know, we are thrilled to have two further ‘newly-minted’ Fellows of the Royal
Photographic Society in our club. Massive congratulations to Dr Charles Ashton FRPS and Paul Mann FRPS
on their achievement. Both submitted in the Contemporary category. We currently have 8 Fellows of the
RPS in the club - quite a distinction in itself! More on Distinctions in the next edition…

Charles Ashton FRPS
I thought I knew what a
demonstration was
until I went to one.

On the backdrop of the Covid
19 pandemic and the death of
George Lloyd in the USA a
series
of
demonstrations
began. Having attended the
first Black Lives Matter protest
my preconceptions from media
coverage
were
shattered.
Where was the violence? This
was a peaceful demonstration
with a large proportion of white people many of whom were clearly enjoying themselves. I set about attending
other demonstrations.
I captured images showing a range of emotions and the diversity of people I
encountered, giving a more rounded view than that presented in the mainstream media. Although I did see
aggressive disapproval, anger and dissent from disenfranchised minorities, I also observed a great range of
people enjoying a day out and making their point in an upbeat and joyful manner. I witnessed the pleasure of
people getting out and meeting friends as a contrast to lockdown whilst as participants they peacefully made
their point. I saw restraint and engagement from the police. I started as an observer and often became a
sympathiser although at times I felt like a spy behind enemy lines when amongst the anti-vax faction. I
present a collection of images captured in London and Bristol between May 2020 and April 2021 covering the
Black Lives Matter, Trans Rights, Unite for Freedom and Kill the Bill movements.
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Paul Mann FRPS - Rooms of my Mind
My Panel communicates an abstract vision of my mental struggles and disharmony during 360 days selfisolating in a Covid Pandemic. While imprisoned, I began imagining my mental Prison Cell in the form of moodfilled rooms.
As an Architect who thinks in terms of volume, space and colour, I visualised my struggles as a series of
‘Rooms of my Mind' depicting different moods - anxiety, depression, mania, confusion, even some contentment.
Corridors and stairs lead to uncertain destinations or routes going nowhere. Windows distort my view of the
World outside - bars and curtains obscure, while unresolved puzzles and locked emotions taunt me. In some
rooms I linger because they are peaceful; others provoke dark moods of confusion, instilling tension or anxiety.
Colour adds optimism, fading into occasional moments of hopelessness.
To create these mood-filled rooms with consistency and a unified vision, I painstakingly formed box structures
in Photoshop using carefully selected details from buildings previously photographed. Inspiration came from the
art and buildings of Dali, Escher, Gaudi, Allsop, and Nouvelle among others.
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Members’ Images

Peter Willis sent in these two local and seasonal images.
Peter says:- Here are a couple of recent photos taken when out in the Evesham area (poppies on the main
road into town) and around Harvington (bus shelter. Well, somebody has to do it!) this week, which I thought
was all rather nicely done and the autumn leaves added to the view.
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WCC Online
WCC Website
The stalwart web team continues to
develop the excellent website and its
facilities and this should be our first port
of call for information.
If you’ve not had a look round the public
site for a while, do take a look. Here are a
few pages to explore…
All members are invited to share their public photographic websites on this page.
Here’s the flip book of Chris Ford’s presentation on Still Life. (In PDG Flip books)
The current season competition results are here.
For those of you who use electronic diaries, the Google Calendar of the main club programme is linked
here. You can copy events directly to your own Google calendar.
● Here’s how to format header images you can send in for the website slide show or Photonews and
Facebook headers.
● All about PhotoEntry if you haven’t yet entered a competition and would like to.
● November’s CPG flipbook.
●
●
●
●

Hopefully you’re all exploring the members’ area of the site already and have made sure your details
are up to date!
For help, see pp 2-3 of the 27 July PhotoNews.

On Flickr

42 members are currently sharing their images and feedback on Flickr. Do join in! Free membership of Flickr is
available if you aren’t a member already. A Quick Start guide on posting to the Flickr Group can be found here
(download and keep for reference if you wish).
Please remember that you are kindly asked to set pictures to private (Viewing privacy = you only) when
uploading for the WCC group. If you wish to share the picture publicly, please upload a second, public copy.
Contact: Clive Haynes.

On Facebook
We also have a members’ group on
Facebook for those who wish to join.
Like Flickr, it is a private group.
Currently we have 35 members and there are other facilities within the
group if required, such as video chat; you can set up separate ‘rooms’ for
small-group chats etc. Richard B and Sally-Ann are the admins.

Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE 4

Please note that I also manage a separate, public Facebook Club ‘page’ which serves primarily as a publicity
for the club - which is why you will find yourself nagged for photos periodically! I run this and usually set up a
month’s posts in advance with a members’ (credited) photo featured most days, along with reminders of the
club programme events on the actual day plus other occasional posts. This page can easily be shared with
any interested contacts and has links to the website and all necessary information.
If you are a Facebook member, please do Like and Follow the page, which will mean you automatically see
page posts - and help the Club’s profile become shared more widely.
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Editor’s Note
Hello (again) to all
Photonews readers!
I
would
echo
Nigel’s
sincere thanks to Judy
for her brilliant work as
Editor and especially for
kindly
extending
my
‘time off’ and taking on a second
year!
We
will continue
to publish
fortnightly for now (unless you
overwhelm me with material!) and
as this will be published on the
open website, some articles may

well link through to the members’
area, so please make sure you
have your password handy for
logging in (or use autofill).

another ‘shop window’ alongside
the splendid main website.

Please do send in on a regular
basis your images, photographyrelated news, articles or anything
relevant that might be of interest
to fellow members.

May I invite more recently joined
members to send in a few words of
introduction about you and your
interests,
photographic
and
otherwise, plus a couple of your
images and a photo of yourself.
Longer-standing members who’ve
not already done this are also
encouraged to do so!

Meet the members

I also need regular contributions to
feature a members’ image on most
days on the club Facebook page -

Ad hoc Events
Do remember that any Club
member can now arrange these
via the members’
area of the
website. Instructions on how to
set
up
an
event
are
in
Groups/Group Documents in
the members’ area.
These can be as casual a gettogether as you wish, such as a
local photo-walk or a meet-up at
an event such as the Victorian

Christmas Fayre - just give the
date & time/duration, meeting
point and any further helpful
information.

manageable. More formal events
are also very welcome.
Currently there’s just one space
left on the free Avoncroft visit
on 10 November.

If you’re planning a jaunt where
other members might also enjoy
coming along, or you fancy some
company on a photo-trip, do try it
out! You have control over group
numbers etc. so you can keep it

Competitions & Exhibitions
British Photographic Exhibitions
Southport Photographic Society
75th National Open Exhibition
opened to PDI entries on 1st
November; the closing date is 14th
January 2022.

share ideas, promote each other's
exhibitions and generally work
together to promote competitive
photography.”
FIAP
International Federation of
Photographic Art

Sopron Photoclub
10th International - Day of
Fidelity
Full information here.
Closes 24/12/2021. Details here.
If you are interested in recognition
Photoclub202 ‘Child 2021’
for
success
in
exhibition
Closes 30 November.
acceptances, this may be of
interest. “The BPE exists to
These are just two of a number
encourage photographers to enter
currently accepting entries. The full
exhibitions
and
to
recognize
current set of FIAP salons is
successful entrants via the issue of
here,
searchable
online,
or
the Crown Awards photographic
download a PDF of selected
distinctions. Exhibition members
dates/salons.
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FIAP awards distinctions for artistic
achievement
through
gaining
acceptances
in
its
approved
salons. Details here. You do have
to be pretty organised to embark
on this and/or the BPE awards!
MIDPHOT AV competition closes
16 Jan.

Aspects of Worcester Cathedral
Photo Competition
Closes 31 Dec.
IPP Awards now open - closes 31
March 2022. For iPhone & iPad only
(including processing).

Dates for the Diary/ Out and About
Tonight! 8th November - Book by 5pm Thilde Jensen Artist talk (Zoom)
Thilde Jensen’s exhibition I AM NOT INVisible is on at Martin Parr Foundation, Bristol, until 21
December.

To 21 November. ‘Fladbury Flow’ river of poppies and exhibition at
Fladbury church for Remembrance. See also Flow Facebook page.
10 November onwards Poppies: Wave and Weeping Window at IWM
North (photo-opp)
14 November - be aware of the various closures if you are heading for
Remembrance parades and events.
Droitwich Remembrance info
Worcester churches info.
10 November, 17 November Historic Ghost walk of Worcester (& more dates available).
13-14 November Steampunk Winter Convivial at Folk of Gloucester.
To 15 November Photo Oxford 2021: Women & Photography. Various locations/events including Weston
Library (Bodleian) & online Also online exhibitions.
17 November (RPS) London Night Shoot.
21
November
Explore
Kingsford
Forest
Park
(Wolverley) - enjoy a 4-mile guided walk with the WWT
Wyre Forest local group. Booking essential. NB Not
specifically a photographic outing.
22 November (RPS) Introduction to Creative Flower
Photography workshop, Bucks.
With Polina Plotnikova
FRPS.
23 November 7pm Donovan Wylie talk at the Martin
Parr Foundation - live in Bristol and online via Zoom.
25 November Birmingham Botanical Gardens
Guided Tour - Autumn Colour.
Westonbirt Arboretum is in full autumnal colours - look at their website on Tuesdays for the latest
Autumnwatch video update.
Booking essential.
Take an Autumn walk (keep an eye out for photogenic fungi) or try birdwatching at Croome
(NT).
1 Dec - 2 Jan 2022. Worcester Cathedral Christmas tree Festival booking is now open.
(Some drop-in available- see link)
There are more events posted on the Members’ area of the website in the Club Notices.
Do pass on any info that might be of interest to other members..
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For Sale
Andrea is a past member of the club who is disposing of a range of photographic items. Please contact her directly.

Other News
Photographing Fungi - a handy guide for the ‘shroom season! (Link sent in by Les Bailey.) (How many
of these fungi can you spot?)
British Journal of Photography - Check out the latest journal stories. Register to get 4 free articles/month.
Photography News 93 - A free camera club journal online.
PAGB News Issue 294 and Issue 294 Extra (Inter-Club Championship results)
PAGB is the national
organisation for camera clubs.
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A Farewell to Gordon Lycett FRPS
Sadly, we lost long-standing member Gordon Lycett FRPS last month:
Martin’s and Clive’s tributes (previously sent to members by email) featured
in the funeral service.
Gordon never stopped experimenting with his photography. Here are a couple
of images which he shared with us via Facebook in the recent past; with
these, we regret his passing and recognize his contributions to the club over
the years, including the roles of Chairman, PhotoNews magazine Editor and
Programme Secretary.

A Peaceful Glade

Seedhead

Background image: Ripples on the Severn.
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